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9 Practice

Directions: Suzie and Sylvester Shape and their dog, Spots, have many different shapes.
Study their shapes and names. Solve the word problems about Suzie, Sylvester, and Spots.
Use the shapes key at the bottom of the page to help you.

1. Suzie has _______ rectangles.
Sylvester has _______ rectangles.
Spots has _______ rectangles.

How many rectangles in all? _______

2. Suzie has _______ circles. Spots has
_______ circles.

How many more circles does Suzie
have? _______

3. Sylvester has _______ trapezoids.
Suzie has _______ trapezoids.

What is the total number of trapezoids
they have? _______

4. Spots has 1 shape no one else has.
What is this shape? ________________

5. Spots has _______ triangles. Sylvester
has _______ triangles.

What is the difference between the two
numbers? _______

6. Suzie has _______ squares. Spots has
_______ squares. Sylvester has
_______ squares.

What is their sum? _______

7. Which shape has not been counted?
________________________________

How many of this shape in all? _______

Shapes Key

rectangle trapezoid

square circle

triangle

pentagon

hexagon

Suzie Spots Sylvester
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• • • • • • • • • Finding Shapes in Our World9 Practice

Directions: Rebus stories are fun to read because some pictures are used instead of words.
Read “Shapes in Our World.” You will find some words are missing. Then reread the story.
On the lines, write something in our world that looks like each plane shape. Look at the
following example:

Shapes in Our World

Today I went on a shape hunt with my friends Suzie, Sylvester, and Spots. In the house, I

found a _____________ that was shaped like a               and a _____________ and a

_____________ shaped like a               . Suzie saw a _____________ shaped like a           .

Sylvester looked across the street and saw a _____________ shaped like a               .

At the end of the street, Spots saw a _____________ shaped like a               . We all saw a

_____________ ,  a _____________, and a _____________ shaped like a                . It was

hard finding something shaped like a               , so we pretended we saw a _____________ .

We had so much fun that we are going shape hunting again tomorrow!

I saw a stop sign that was shaped like a         .


